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ABSTRACT

The usage of film cuts, or transitions, is a powerful technique in interactive storytelling to express the film story by
leading the viewers attention. To explore how existing transition techniques are currently being used by professional 360◦
filmmakers, this paper investigates the impact of transitions
and additional graphical elements from a storytelling perspective. We base this on the recently published Director’s Cut
dataset [1] which contains professional 360◦ films with the
directors’ intending viewing direction (i.e., director’s cut) and
test subjects’ scan-paths. Our objective is to examine widely
used transition techniques in professional 360◦ film, and with
our finding guide filmmakers in the storytelling and editing
process. To the authors knowledge, this is the first study to
analyze professionally prepared VR film cuts concerning the
distance of viewers’ scan-paths and director’s cut. We observed that the intended viewing direction is required for the
viewer to understand the story best and not miss the director’s
plot points. The transition is a point where the viewers are
presented with a new scene and are required to orientate themselves within it. Thus if there is a considerable distance mismatch between the intended and actual viewing, the viewer
is not in the best position to understand the scene properly.
Our results show that the use of simple graphics can serve as
a reference for viewers as the transition happens and they are
presented with a new immersive environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In line with recent technical developments in immersive video
technologies, 360◦ virtual reality (VR) video is an increasingly important format for content creators. The omnidirectional representation and the interactive consumptive nature
of 360◦ video for VR are transforming the storytelling experiences. To this end, well-known continuity editing techniques
in cinema, wherein the film is cut from one scene to another to
tell the story conclusively [2], namely film cuts or transitions,
may require comprehensive scientific analysis as well as further improvements to its adaptation to enhance its ability to
create immersive experiences in VR film.

Visual narrative in cinematic VR, however, is still undergoing a stage of experimentation as filmmakers and their audience explore new aspects of the medium. The continuity
editing techniques which were developed at the beginning of
the traditional cinema have been used as the basis for narative
developments of cinematic VR film. While there are aspects
of cinematic visual language that can be applied to VR film,
the research into the cognitive aspects of what works in traditional cinema can offer a perspective to cinematic VR and
support VR video technological developments.
To understand how viewers consume a given VR film, we
recently introduced the Director’s Cut dataset [1] by analyzing the visual attention of cinematic VR videos [1] and aspects of interactive storytelling [3]. The dataset has eight professional 360◦ video films, five of which contain different film
transition techniques to tell their story effectively. The dataset
has recorded participants’ scan-paths for each film in conducted subjective experiments, and the director’s cut, which
is the intended viewing direction of the filmmakers, collected
from professional VR filmmakers.
Given the rapid technological development in film industry, it is crucial that filmmakers in the medium understand
how the use of the transition techniques in VR video affects
the viewers’ ability to follow and immerse themselves in a
given narrative. To this end, this paper investigates the visual
attention of viewers across transitions within professionally
produced 360◦ films by taking advantage of the Director’s Cut
dataset [1]. To the authors knowledge, this is the first study
to analyze professionally prepared VR film cuts with respect
to viewers’ scan-paths and director’s cut. We analyze various
cuts to understand effective transitions and graphical elements
in VR narratives. Among our findings are that, while continuity editing can effectively transport a viewer across a transition if the viewer is lead to the intended viewing position, it
does not offer an ability to create a cut that is ‘invisible’ or not
explicitly noticed, to the same extent as traditional cinema.
2. BACKGROUND
There are a wide number of visual styles of transitions in traditional cinema which allow the story to move from one scene
to another. The most popular of these is a straight cut or when
the video immediately moves to the next scene. Another type

